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ABSTRACT. In this note we deal with a question raised by R. S. Pierce in 1963:

Determine the elements of the Jacobson radical of the endomorphism ring of

a primary abelian group by their action on the group. We concentrate on

separable abelian p-groups and give a counterexample to a conjecture of A. D.

Sands. We also show that the radical can be pinned down if the endomorphism

ring is a split-extension of its ideal of all small maps.

Introduction. All groups in this note are abelian p-groups for some fixed but

arbitrary prime p. Our notations are standard as in [F]. It is known that the

endomorphism ring End(A) of an abelian p-group A determines the group up to

isomorphism. R. Pierce [P] raised the question of describing the Jacobson radical

J(End(A)) of End(A) by its action on the group. This problem was solved by

W. Liebert [L], J. Hausen [H] and Hausen-Johnson [HJ] for S-cyclic, torsion-

complete and sufficiently projective p-groups. (For a separable p-group sufficiently

projective is the same as wi-separable.) If A is a (separable) p-group, let H(A) =

{ip E End(A)| |x| < \xip\ for all 0 ^ x E A[p}} be the ideal of all maps acting

height increasing on the socle of A, and let C(A) be the ideal of all elements of

End(A) mapping each Cauchy sequence in A[p] onto a convergent one. (For x E A,

\x\ denotes the p-height of x in A and topological notations refer to the p-adic

topology.) If A is torsion-complete, J(End(A)) = H(A), if A is E-cyclic or in-

separable, J(End(A)) = H(A) n C(A), and H(A) n (7(A) C J(End(A)) for all
separable p-groups (cf. [S]). The purpose of this paper is to show that J(End(A))

is in general not equal to C(A) n H(A) for separable p-groups A. We will use

that J(End(A)) n ES(A) = ES(A) n H (A), where ES(A) is the ideal of all small

endomorphisms of A (cf. [S]). Recently, many complicated p-groups have been

constructed in [DG1, DG2, CG]. All these groups enjoy the property that End(A)

is a split extension of ES(A), i.e. End(A) = R®Ea(A) for some subring R of End(A).

The way these groups are constructed, R n H (A) = pR and Hr(A) = HR(A), i.e.

if r E R — H(A), then for all n there is 0 ^ x E pnA[p\ such that x and xr have the

same height. In this situation Theorem 1 below implies

J(End(A)) = (J(R) n H(A)) © (ES(A) n H(A))

and we have J(End(A)) = H(A) f\C(A) for these groups. We will construct a ring

R and use the realization result in [C] to obtain a separable p-group A such that
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End(A) = R ® Es(A) and (J(R) - pR) n H(A) and (R - J(R)) n #(A) are both
not empty. Since C(A) C\R = pR for this group A, we have that H(A) n C(A) is a

proper subset of J(End(A)). This makes it hard to believe that Pierce's question

has a positive answer for all separable p-groups.

The construction. Let A be a separable p-group and E = End(A) the endo-

morphism ring of A. If 5 C E, and U C A[p] are subsets, define Hs(A, U) = {<p E

S \3Q ¿ x EU±\x\ = \xp\y Observe that HB(A,U) C\ S = HS(A,U) and if
i/cVwe have HS(A,U) c HS(A,V). We also define H (A) = E-HE(A,A[p\),

HS(A) = Hs(A,A[p\) and H*S(A) = r|n#s(A,p"A[p]). Moreover, let HS(A) =

Sr\H(A) and HS(A,U) = S - HS(A,U).

THEOREM 1. Let A be a separable p-group such that E = E(A) = R © ES(A)

is a split extension of ES(A) and Hr(A) = HR(A). Then J(E) = Hj^(A) ©

HEsiA)(A).

PROOF. Let r E R, and a E ES(A) with r + a E J(E). Then (r + o)t is right

quasi-regular for all t E R and, since E = R® ES(A), the element rt is right quasi-

regular in R as well as r E J(R). Now suppose r ^ ///(#) (A). Since a is small

and Hr(A) = HR(A), we find n < w and 0/i€ pnA[p] such that xa = 0 and

|x| = |xr|. Let F be a finite summand of A containing xr and let p: A —» F be

the natural projection. Then xr = xrp and |x| = |xr| = |xrp| = \x(r + <x)p|. Since

Ap = F is finite, p E ES(A) and hence (r + a)pE J(E)f)Es(A) = Es(A)nH(A) (cf.

[S]). This contradicts the above equation of heights and we conclude r E Hj^R)(A).

Now let t E R, o E ES(A) and r E Hj^(A). Then there is s E R such that

(1 — rt)s = 1. This implies (1 — r(t + a))s = (1 — rt)s — ras = 1 — ras. Since

a E ES(A) and r E Hj(R^(A) we have that ras E HEa(A)(A) c J(E) and there is

r E E with (l-ras)r — 1. This implies (1 —r(i+<r))sr = 1 and r E J(E). We obtain

Hj(R)(A) C J(E) C HJ(R)®ES(A) which together with J(E)nEs(A) = //^(^(A)

implies the desired equation.

We now construct our ring:

Let oj be the set of natural numbers including 0 and let

iSuj ¿Gw ¿£cj

be a E-cyclic p-group with exp(/j) =2 + 1 = exp(<7¿) and exp(/i¿) = i+ 2. We define

elements a,ß,q E End(B) by setting fia = pfi+i, fiß = g% and fi-f — phi, and a,

ß and 7 are 0 on the cj¿'s and /i,'s. Let 5 = (1,Q, ß, 7) be the subring of End(B)

generated by these elements and R = S be the p-adic completion of 5. We have

the following relations:

(1) ßa = 7Q = /32 = 72 = ßi = 7/3 = 0.

Each element r G 5 has a unique representation:

(2) r = X)"=o aía¿ + S^=o alß°i + Z)î=o aî7cî witn a^ fc¿ and ct integers.

Therefore each element x E R = S has a unique representation:

(3) x = £~oala« + E^o0*^ + E"oa,Tc< where {°¿}' {^} and ic'} are

p-adic zero-sequences in Jp, the ring of p-adic integers. Let / be the set of all

x E R with all tZj's being 0. This is the ideal of R generated by ß and 7. An easy

computation shows:
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(4) Let x E R be as in (3). Then exp(/fcx) = max.l€bJ{k + 1 - |a¿|, k + 1 - |6¿|,

k + 1 — |c¿|}. Here the max is defined to be 0 if all numbers in the set are < 0.

Because of (3), {a1 \ i < ui} is linearly independent and we have

(5) R/I = (Jp[a})~, the p-adic completion of the polynomial ring Jp[a).

This implies

(6) R/(pR + I)= GF(p)[a], the polynomial ring over GF(p).

This implies pR C J(R) C pR + /.

(7) Let j < k + 1. Then IpVfcxI > j = \pifk\ for all x E I, the ideal generated

by ß and 7, i.e. / C H(B).

This follows from a straightforward computation using that B is E-cyclic. Ob-

serve that I2 = 0.

(8) J(R) =pR + I.
We want R to be pure in E(B), B the torsion-completion of B. We show a little

more:

(9) R®ES(B) is pure in E(B). (One needs this to do a "Black Box" construction;

cf. [CG].)
To prove (9), let <p E E(B), r E R,a E ES(B) and n E u> with pn<p = r+a. Since

a is small, there is k E ui such that pk~n~lfkPn<P = Pk~"~1fkr and p2pk~1fk<p = 0.

Hence pk~n+1fkr = 0. Now let r be represented as in (3) and apply (4) to obtain:

k — n + 1 > exp(fkr) — max{fc + 1 — |a¿|, k + 1 — |6¿|, k + 1 — |c,|}.

This implies fc-n+1 >fc + l- |a¿| and |at| > n. The same holds for the ¿>¿'s and

c¿'s. Therefore r E pnR and r — pns for some s E R. Thus pn(<p — s) = a is small

which implies <p — s is small and <p E R® ES(A).    D

(10) Let A be a pure subgroup of B containing B and <p E HE^A) (A, B[p]). Then
<pEHE{A)(A,A[p}).

Let a E A[p] — B\p\. Since A/B is divisible, there is b E B, y E A such that

a = b + pn+1y where n — \a\. Then |a| = |6| and |a^>| = |(6 + pn+1y)tp\ > n + 1 >

n = |a| since <p € HE(A)(A,B[p\). This inequality shows £> E HE(A^(A, A[p\).    D

Now we apply A. L. S. Corner's result [C, Theorem 2.1] and obtain a pure

subgroup A of 5 containing B and End(A) = R®ES(A). (Observe that (4) implies

that condition (C) of [C, Theorem 2.1] holds.) The ring R is constructed to satisfy

Hr(A) =pR + aR + R^. Moreover we have a E hR(A)-J(R), ß E J(R)-HR(A)

and 7 E Hj^r)(A) — pR. Observe that 7 ^ C(A), since otherwise ß[p]7 C A.

In order to see that this is absurd, we have to look into Corner's proof [C] of his

Theorem 2.1: Recall that for a positive integer e an element x E B is e-strong if

xr — 0 implies r E peR for x E B[pe] and r E R. Our group A is one of Corner's

Gp (cf. [C, Theorem 2.1]). Corner observes [C, p. 285, line -6] that each of his Gp

contains for any e an e-strong element x such that for a ^ p we have Ga C\ xR — 0.

For e = 1, x E B[p] and since 7 ^ pR we conclude X7 ^ 0. This shows that

S[p]7 is not contained in any Ga (= A). Now Theorem 1 applies and we have that

J(End(A)) = Hj(R)(A)®HEs(A}(A) is not contained in C(A)C]H(A) since 7 is not

and also Hr(A) is not contained in J(R). So if we want to describe the elements

of J(End(A)) by their action on A, we have to find the elements in J(R) D H(A),

which means we must be able to recognize the elements of J(R). There is much

freedom for the way an element of J(R) can operate on A. We answer a question
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in [S] by summarizing part of our discussion in

THEOREM 2. There exists a separable p-group A such that J(End(A)) is larger

than H (A) r\C (A).

REMARK. If we want to have larger groups A realizing R, we may employ

Shelah's "Black Box" and a construction very similar to the one in [CG]. We

would like to mention again that all the p-groups constructed in [CG, DG1 or

DG2] satisfy H(A) n J(R) = pR.
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